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Abstract. Context: Rapid software development (RSD) refers to the organizational capability to develop, release, and learn from software in rapid cycles without compromising its quality. To achieve RSD, it is essential to understand and
manage software quality along the software lifecycle. Problem: Despite the numerous information sources related to product quality, there is a lack of mechanisms for supporting continuous quality management throughout the whole RSD
process. Principal ideas/results: We propose Q-Rapids, a data-driven, qualityaware RSD methodology in which quality and functional requirements are managed together. Quality Requirements are incrementally elicited and refined based
on data gathered at both development time and runtime. Project, development,
and runtime data is aggregated into quality-related key indicators to support decision makers in steering future development cycles. Contributions: Q-Rapids
aims to increase software quality through continuous data gathering and analysis,
as well as continuous management of quality requirements.
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Introduction

Agile software development enables organizations to adapt to business dynamics by
facilitating more flexible development through iterative methods that rely on extensive
collaboration. Nowadays, agile is the winning development strategy to reduce release
times in the software industry [1]. A recent evolutionary step from agile software development is rapid and continuous software engineering, which refers to the organizational capability to develop, release, and learn from software in rapid cycles [2]. This
capability is known as Rapid Software Development (RSD) [3].
In RSD, faster and more frequent release cycles should not compromise software
quality. Thus, understanding and managing software quality is essential to ensure that
new releases will lead to progressive improvement. But despite the numerous sources
of information related to product quality that RSD provides, there is a lack of methods

to support continuous quality management throughout the whole RSD process [4]. Recent empirical studies found the deficient management of quality requirements (QRs)
[5] to be the main reason for rework in RSD [1].
In this research preview, we summarize the state of the art and challenges related to
continuously managing software quality along the RSD process (Section 2). Then we
introduce Q-Rapids as a data-driven, quality-aware RSD methodology that jointly manages quality and functional requirements (FRs) throughout the RSD process (Section
3). Finally, we summarize our contributions and discuss future research (Section 4).
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Challenges in Managing Quality Requirements

Quality Requirements and their Management. QRs are “characteristics that make
the product attractive, usable, fast or reliable” [6]. Thus, optimal management of software quality demands proper consideration of QRs in the software lifecycle. However,
QRs have not received the same degree of attention as FRs [6]. Neglecting QRs is one
of the top ten risks of requirements engineering [7], and errors in considering QRs are
the most expensive and difficult to correct [8].
Another problem is the elicitation and specification of QRs. Modern approaches to
elicit QRs rely on explicit user feedback [9]. However, explicit feedback may be incomplete, biased, or ambiguous. Implicit feedback (usage data) is a promising alternative to elicit QRs [10]. Current approaches neither derive QRs automatically nor combine usage data with other data sources (e.g., software repositories). Furthermore,
whereas FRs have clear-cut satisfaction criteria, QRs are initially elicited as “soft goals”
[8] and need to be elaborated into measurable conditions. Finally, current tools for managing QRs do not manage them throughout the entire software lifecycle [11].
Thus, there is a need for (1) data-driven QR elicitation and specification; and (2)
data-driven understanding of the strategic impact of QRs on management and business.
Quality Requirements in Rapid Software Development. Current RSD approaches
are mostly driven by FRs. For example, in Scrum [12] requirements are specified as
user stories stored in the product backlog. User stories are prioritized in each development cycle from a customer value perspective. Although QRs are usually included as
acceptance criteria for user stories [13], mainly focusing on customer value when prioritizing requirements is problematic because other important factors (e.g. security, performance, and scalability) tend to be underestimated [1].
More recently, mechanisms such as automation, integration of R&D with operations
and maintenance teams (also referred to as DevOps), and post-deployment customerdata monitoring [4] have been introduced to further ensure quality and quick delivery
in RSD. However, using mechanisms such as post-deployment data is not free from
challenges. The growing size of data is a challenge, and systematic approaches for collecting, analyzing, and integrating data into the product development process are missing [14]. Moreover, there is a lack of methods and tools for integrating, analyzing, and
visualizing collected data to make QRs transparent and support real-time decision-making on QRs [15], and to jointly manage QRs and FRs along the RSD process [4].

We conclude that there is a need for (1) seamless integration of QRs and FRs; (2)
methods and tools for real-time monitoring of QRs; and (3) flexible, iterative, and dynamic generation and management of QRs in RSD.
Data-driven Quality Decision Making. As systems scale and their complexity increases, data generated and used during the software lifecycle is becoming increasingly
important. Source code repositories, bug reports, and runtime logs contain a lot of hidden information about software quality. Applying analytics to extract this information
can help decision makers to identify and monitor quality issues and to steer development activities in order to improve the overall quality in RSD.
However, integrating software analytics research results into tools established in
practice is still challenging [17]. Regarding the analysis of historical data, Mining Software Repositories is an important research area to uncover information about software
systems. An overview is given in [16]. Still, there are only a few reports (e.g., [23]) on
the practical impact of data mining analytics on the development process. Regarding
the analysis of runtime data, several approaches exist. For example, profiling and automated instrumentation techniques are usually used to study the runtime behavior of
software systems [18]. Such techniques impose high overhead and slow down the execution. They also lead to a large volume of results that are impractical to interpret. Finally, analyzing heterogeneous and time-evolving streaming data can get very complex
and lead to poor performance of analysis techniques. MapReduce [19], the Lambda
Architecture [20], and modern analytics like Spark can help to address this problem.
We found there is a need for (1) in-time, scalable, and efficient QR-driven data analysis to support decision making; and (2) scalable and efficient gathering and monitoring
of heterogeneous data at development time and runtime.
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The Q-Rapids Framework

We identified that the software industry needs methods and tools for handling software
quality in the RSD context. To achieve this, we propose the Q-Rapids framework (cf.
Figure 1). Q-Rapids relies on a data-driven, quality-aware, rapid development process
characterized by integrated management of QRs and FRs. Q-Rapids aims to increase
awareness of critical QRs and to ensure the overall software quality.
Effective and seamless data gathering and analysis techniques. Q-Rapids will systematically and continuously track software quality based on quality-related metrics. It
will combine different types of data sources to gather relevant metrics: project management tools, software repositories, and runtime data about quality of service and system
usage by end users. This information will be selectively collected and pre-processed,
and analyzed to support different decisions makers (e.g., product owners, developers,
and testers). Q-Rapids will propose quality-critical key indicators on the basis of a product-specific quality model based on the QUAMOCO approach [21].

Fig. 1. The Q-Rapids framework.

Data gathering will be seamlessly integrated into the software lifecycle and later
system usage. Q-Rapids will integrate different data collection instruments. Deployment should be as easy as providing the URLs or directories for the software project
repositories and a specification of the quality attributes that are of interest for the particular project in order to deploy only the needed monitors. Monitoring instruments will
be deployed in different contexts considering the lifecycle phase in which they apply
[22] and the architecture type (e.g., service-based architectures or cloud deployments).
Through the application of data analytics, elicited data will be analyzed, making it
possible to support the comprehension of quality issues that will steer subsequent development activities, thus improving the overall software quality in a timely manner.
An essential part of the analysis will be to find correlations. For instance, the correlation
analysis between bug rate and QR types may help to understand which QR types are
more error-prone and require more effort allocation when planning releases.
Quality-aware rapid software development process. Q-Rapids will extend the RSD
process with the comprehensive integration of QRs and FRs. It will also consider business-related constraints and domain-specific requirements and regulations. It will address questions like “How should QRs be processed in RSD so that the result will be
high-quality products?” A quality-aware RSD process will be defined including practices, tools, and methods to be used in rapid development cycles and complex scenarios.
Q-Rapids will focus on success factors for software companies and help managers to
balance such issues as time to market and product quality.
Q-Rapids pursues the proper consideration of QRs and a RSD process that it is still
lightweight, flexible, and adaptable to market fluctuations and customer changes. It will
be based on key characteristics of agile methods and RSD, including the management
of FRs and QRs using a holistic management of product backlogs, continuous integration, and short release cycles [1, 4, 13]. The quality-aware RSD process will provide
the means needed to elicit, derive, and manage QRs.

Q-Rapids will provide a novel requirements engineering approach that will elicit
QRs using a data-driven approach, followed by the implementation and assessment of
such requirements in rapid cycles. It will provide a generic quality-aware RSD process
that can be customized based on the specific characteristics on the software company
and their quality demands.
Quality-aware decision making dashboard. Q-rapids will extend these tools for
measuring and analyzing software quality (e.g., SonarQubeTM) by providing decisions
makers with a highly informative dashboard to help them make data-driven strategic
decisions related to QRs. The Q-Rapids dashboard will aggregate the collected data
into key strategic indicators related to, e.g., time to market, development costs, and
overall quality. It will also comprise the product and iteration backlogs that contain the
project requirements. Thus, the dashboard will help decision makers to analyze, e.g.,
the impact on time to market of selecting, leaving out, or discarding a QR. In addition,
the dashboard will allow defining project-specific decision rules (e.g., how to handle
conflicts between time and quality levels) as well as external and internal constraints.
External constraints are conditions beyond the control of decision makers, e.g., a fixed
budget. Internal constraints are development and organizational conditions influencing
decision making, e.g., a maximum number of tasks per developer per week.
Moreover, the Q-Rapids dashboard will provide models and advanced capabilities
to (1) analyze and evaluate alternative solutions to current QR management decisions;
(2) predict and analyze the impact of violations related to key strategic indicators; and
(3) suggest mitigation actions when violations are identified. The underlying rationale
of previous analyses will be transparent to decision makers.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we identified the challenges that need to be overcome to support decision
makers in managing QRs throughout the whole RSD process. We introduced the QRapids framework as a response to these challenges. The framework will be developed
as part of the H2020 European Project Q-Rapids. This project will follow an iterative
and incremental approach applying RSD principles itself. A full 3-year validation plan
has been designed, including a first phase of formative evaluation and, later on, a summative evaluation involving four European companies participating in the consortium,
which will provide real projects that will allow scaling initial small-scale results produced in lab-like environments to ready-to-transfer solutions.
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